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Objectives: 
At the end of the unit you will be able to:

Recognize oral and written language related to vacations by listening 
to peers, teachers, audio sources and reading texts in order to 
communicate ideas.

Produce oral and written discourse by using the learned vocabulary 
and grammar structures in order to successfully request and express 
ideas about vacations.

VAcAtIoNS IN 
EL SALVAdoR

Unit 5
ENGLISH



In this unit you will be able to successfully communicate  ideas related to vacations in situations like making hotel 
reservations, talking about tourists sites in  El Salvador, making original brochures of tourist sites, asking and giving 
directions about places, use of time expressions and more.

In this unit, you will work on a project called “Travel agent”. In this project you will pretend that you are the 
owner of a travel agency in El Salvador, and your job is to bring as much tourism to El Salvador as you can. In 
order to do that, you will need to show that you are an expert when it comes to tourist spots, transportation, and 
accommodations in El Salvador. By the end of this unit, you will have learned new vocabulary and expressions 
used to talk about tourist spots, transportation and accommodation in El Salvador and have written a brochure to 
attract tourism. 
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Unit Five Lesson 1           
Who GoES oN VAcAtIoN IN EL SALVAdoR?

Getting started!

Does El Salvador have a shuttle service to the airport?
Have you ever taken a vacation in El Salvador?
Do many foreigners vacation in El Salvador?

Achievement indicators
I can clearly discriminate numbers from 0 up to 1,000,000 from 
diverse audio sources.
I can confidentially say numbers to pay for hotel/transportation 
reservations and buying tickets for traveling. 

Conversation and more                                      
Listen to and read the following conversation. Look up 
any new words in a dictionary. 

A:  It looks like we finally made it on time somewhere, 
Stephanie.                                                                          

B:  You’re totally right, Karla. I’m so glad we’re finally 
here. Look! Seems like it’s time to get our bags 
weighed.

A:   This bag is so heavy. I packed so much stuff as if 
I’m not coming back.                

B:  I can see that.                 
C:   Can I see your tickets, please?                                                                                                                         
B:  Sure you can. Here they are.                                                                                                                           
C:  Very good.  Now let me weigh your bags.                                                                                                
A:  Here’s mine, and this one is my cousin’s.                                                                                                   
B:  I’m so happy to go to El Salvador!  I’ve heard it has 

the best shopping malls.                                        
C:  Miss, it looks like your bag goes fifteen pounds 

over the limit, but your cousin’s is under the limit. 
If you want, you can move things to your cousin’s 
bag, and that will even the weight out.  

A:  Thank you very much. We’ll do that. By the way, 
what is the limit?          

C:  It is fifty pounds per traveler.                                                                                                                                   
A:  Thanks!       

Make a list of the verbs used in the conversation and find out 
which ones are regular.
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I can successfully scan reservation numbers and transportation ticket 
prices from authentic text. 
I can use pre-writing strategies (word maps, brainstorming, outlining) 
before writing.                              

Activity 1

Glossary: 
Glad: happy.
Seem: looks like.       

Use the conversation to answer the following questions.

1. Who are the travelers?                        
2. What kind of problem did they have?                                                                                                                        
3. What did the agent suggest they do?                                                                                                                                      
4. How many pounds does Karla’s bag weigh?                                                                                                                  
5.  How many pounds was she over the limit?                                                                                          

Activity 2
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Enrich your vocabulary                                                         
The following vocabulary is used in travel.  Do you know 
any of these words?    
 
 departure   executive   
 suit     arrival
 all inclusive package   flight
 spend    luggage     
 room service   check in  time
 check out time   smoking       
 non-smoking                            preferences
 amenities                                  seat                                  
 round trip   executive class                                                                      
 check  in   tax                                                                                   

Activity 3
Categorize the vocabulary presented in the following boxes. 
Some words can fit in both categories.                                                                                                       

Hotel Plane

Activity 4
Complete the following sentences with vocabulary  
previously introduced.                                                                            

1.  I don’t want to buy food and drinks separately.   
I want an__ deal.                                                                   

2.  My __ time is 5:30, so you should be at the airport 
by 5:45.                                                                              

3.  Is the __ included in this price?                                                                                                            
4.  I packed some heavy stuff, so could you help me 

with my__, please?                                                    
5.  I suffer from asthma, so I’ll definitely need a  

__room.  

Whenever you are quoted a price for a product 
or service, make sure you are aware of the 
percentage of  tax that is deducted or if tax is even 
included. You might be given a price that you 
think includes tax, and later you find out that it 
was not included. This situation can make you 
sacrifice some fun.

What for?
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Time to read                                                         
Read the following example of an airline ticket.                                                                                                                                      

Reservation number: 066345789                                                                                              
Number of  passengers: 1                                                                                                           
Passenger name: Katherine Tatiana Alfonso                                                                                                  
Departure date: August 25th, 2010                                                                                                           
Time of  departure: 9:00 a.m.                                                                                                                   
Flight: 306               Seat: 3A            Terminal: 9                                                                                                                                                

Returning date: October 29th, 2010                                                                                                                      
Flight: 430                      Arrival Time:  5:30 p.m.                                                                                                                         
Total cost including taxes: $670

Activity 5

Using the airline ticket presented above to answer the following 
questions.

1.  What time is the traveler leaving from the Comalapa 
International Airport?                                                                                

2. What is the traveler’s first name?                                                                                        
3.  When is she leaving?                                                                                                      
4.  What’s the flight number of her plane?                                                                                       
5.  How long will the traveler be gone?                                                                       

Activity 6
Raul is on the third day of his one week vacation. He called his 
parents because he is running out of money. Look at Raul’s 
expenses and answer the questions below.

Hotel reservation $350 
Food and drinks at the hotel $150                                                                                                                                           
Souvenirs $ 60                                                                                                                         
Cab service around the city   $120  
Entertainment $300                                                                                                                    

1. How much money has Raul spent on transportation?                                                               
2. How much has he spent at the hotel?                                                                                        
3. Has he bought any souvenirs.  How much has he 

spent on them?                                                             
4.  How much has he spent on entertainment?
5.  Do you think Raul was responsible with his budget? 

Why?                                                 
6. Do you think the amount of money he spent in 

three days should have been enough?                                                              

Imagine you are an international travel agent and 
your job is to help people create a perfect vacation. A 
man and a woman from Europe have come to ask you 
for help about where a good spot to take a vacation 
overseas would be.  Convince them that they would 
love to visit El Salvador. List 10 reasons as to why El 
Salvador would be a good place to travel. 

Hands on! 5A
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Conversation and more                                                                                                                                  
Listen to and read the conversation between Stephanie 
and an agent from a hotel.  Look up any new words in   
a dictionary.

A:  Hello, this is Claudia speaking. How may I help you?                                                   
B:  I’m taking a one week vacation to El Salvador, and 

I would like to stay at your hotel. I need to make a 
reservation from April 17th to the 24th for a  
non-smoking room with two beds on the highest 
floor possible.                                                                                                                  

A:  I’ll be happy to help you with that. As a matter of 
fact, I have three of those left. How much would 
you like to spend?                                                                                                                                  

B:  I don’t know. I just want to get what I pay for.                                                            
A:  Ok, I have one room that includes shuttle service 

to tourist attractions in El Salvador and one 
without shuttle service. The one with shuttle 
service will cost you $155 per night and without 
shuttle service it will cost you $120 a night.                                                                                                        

B:  Sounds good.  How much does a cab cost to get to 
La Gran Via mall?                                                                                                                                          

A:  That would cost you around fifteen dollars one way.                                                             
B:  Can I get room service with the first room you told 

me about?                                               
A:  Yes, you can.  Would you like to book it?                                                             
B:  Yes, I’ll take that one.  Let me get my card.             

Activity 7
Based on the conversation, answer the following questions.

1.  How many people does she need the reservation for?                                                                     
2. How long does she need the reservation for?                                                                                                       
3. What type of room has she reserved?                                                                               
4. How much is it going to cost?                                                                                                                
5. Does room service increase the price for the  

hotel room?                                                                         
6. Is the room with shuttle service more expensive? 

How much?

Activity 8
Answer the following questions with your own information.

1. How far is the closest tourist place from your house?                                                          
2.  Is there an entrance fee?                                                                                           
3. How much would a cab charge to take you there?                                                        
4. Are there any lodging facilities close to that place?                                                                 
5. How much would it cost to spend a night there?                                                              
6. Are there any restaurants at that place?                                                                               
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Enrich your vocabulary                                                                                                                                      
Read the following activities. Have you done any of these 
things before?
 
 surfing   go shopping                                                                                                                                        

scuba diving   playing video games
 skiing   sunbathing                                                                                                                     

surfing the internet  building sand castles
 hiking   swimming                                                                                                                                         

horse riding   having a picnic                                                                                                                                
bungee jumping  rollerblading                                                                                                                              
cycling   snowboarding                                                                                                                              
bird watching   watching TV                                                                                                                                           
eating out    playing chess                                                                                           

Activity 9
Categorize the above activities into the following categories.

Indoor activities Outdoor activities

Activity 10
Using the vocabulary presented above, write sentences with 
each one of the activities. Make sure you name places where 
you can do those activities when possible.  Follow the  
example below.

Example:   I can go surfing at El Tunco beach.

Activity 11
Match the activities with the corresponding pictures.         

A. bungee jumping                                                       

B. sunbathing 

C. scuba diving  

1.

2.

3.
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Language in use                                                                                                                
Past participle of regular verbs                                                                                                                                            

To make the past participle form of regular verbs, you 
simply add “-ed” to the end.   The present perfect tense 
is formed from the simple present of the auxiliary 
“have”, followed by the past participle of the verb.                                                                                                                                            
 
Use the present perfect tense to express actions that 
have already been completed, at the time of speaking or 
writing. 

Example:
She has answered half of the questions.

As the example shows, the use of the present perfect 
indicates that, at the time of speaking or writing, half the 
questions have been answered already. 

Activity 12
Write the past participle form for the following verbs.

1. play 
2. travel
3. carry
4. rest
5. walk
6. stay
7. check
8. weigh
9. pack
10. land      
11.  book              
12.  reserve

Activity 13
Put the following words in the correct order to form sentences.  

1. I/ played/ have/ soccer/ the/ at/ the/ entire/ 
afternoon/ beach                                                                            

2. Mario/ has/ family/ three/ rooms/ reserved/ for/ his                                                                               
3. how/ to/ surf/ and/ I/ have/ learned/ my/ friends                                                                                         
4. have/ family/  vacation/ our/ saved/ enough/ my/ 

parents/ money/ for                                                               
5. I/ this/ year/ very/ hard/ have/ worked                                                                                                                                       

Activity 14
Use the following ideas to write sentences using the  
past participles.    

1. To stay in a nice hotel in the Costa del Sol                                                                                              
2. To play football the entire afternoon                                                                                                      
3. To pay for a hotel reservation                                                                                                                
4. To dance all night long                                                                                                                       
5. To rent a sport car    

Use “has” when the subject is the third person singular.
Examples:

 Mary has worked as a secretary for 5 years.                                                                                    
Alex has received many awards for his performance.  

Don’t forget!
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Activity 15
Imagine that you are on vacation. Write a letter to a friend 
describing what you have done so far and how much you have 
spent.  Remember to use the present perfect tense.

Activity 16
Read over Luis’ flight reservation and answer the questions below.                               

1. How many people has he reserved the room for?                                                                                 
2. Has he reserved a smoking or a non-smoking room ?          
3. What are the children’s ages?                                                                                                     
4. What date has he reserved the room for?                                                                                              
5. What are the check in and check out times?         

Lesson core

In this lesson you have learned how to be 
conscious about expenses based on budget. You 
are now able to handle hotel reservations and 
transportation prices using numbers accurately. 
Through the use of the past participle of regular 
verbs, you have been given the knowledge to be 
able to talk about activities that you already have 
completed and to be conscious of their cost.                                                                                                                                         

RESERVAtIoN FoRM
                                                                                                            Group Id: 39347
PLEASE PRINt oR tYPE:
Name: Luis Alfredo López    Phone: 2211-1443_______   Fax: ( )________    Address: 44 
North Ave. # 3       city: San Salvador    department: San Salvador    country: El Salvador                                                                                                    
Room category: Standard two double beds   Rate: $86 / night   No. of persons: 2 adults 2 children  ages 3 and 5.                                                                                                                                               
                          check-in date :November 3rd, 2009   check-out date: November 6th, 2009    Arrival time: 2 p.m. 
departure time:12 noon                                                                                                                          Special 
requests: Non-smoking room with a mountain view, as close as possible to the 
elevator.                                                                                                                                                                                                       

cREdIt cARd GUARANtEE                                                                                                                    
circle one: American Express/diners club/discover card/Master card/Visa
Account number:   4552 7204 1234 5878                  Expiration date: 31/03/11                                                            
credit card holder: Luis A .Lopez   cId: 045
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Have you ever played volleyball at  
the beach?    
a)  Yes, I have. 
b)  Yes, I has. 
c) Yes, I did. 
d)  No, I don’t.                                                                                                                              

I want to come back in a month so,  I 
need a __.
a) one way flight     
b)   round trip flight    
c)  two ways flight   
d)  first class

“This is my first time staying at this hotel 
means…
a)   I have stayed here. 
b)  I didn’t stay here. 
c) I don’t stay here. 
d)   I have not stayed here before. 

1 3

2

I would like to make a reservation for 2 
adults and __.
a) me     
b)   my dad   
c)  one child     
d)   my motorcycle

4

TRAVEL VOCABULARY

Answers: 1. c    2. d    3. b     4. a

Choose the letter that best answers each question or statement.

  
The vocabulary used in documents like flight 
and hotel reservations is different than the 

vocabulary we use on a daily basis. It is very 
formal and technical. When dealing with these 
types of documents, you need to pay attention 
to every piece of information on them and take 
the time to understand everything so that you 
don’t have any inconveniences in the long run. 
By managing the vocabulary and expressions 
used in those transactions, you’ll be able to 

successfully plan vacations.  
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Unit Five Lesson 2           
coULd YoU tELL ME hoW to GEt to 

thE bUS tERMINAL? Getting started!

How do I get around in El Salvador?
What is the public transportation system like in  
El Salvador?
Are the buses efficient?                                  
Are taxis a good way to get around?                                                      

Achievement indicators
I can correctly pronounce and describe means of transportation.                                                            
I can successfully identify different means of transportation from 
recorded material.      

Conversation and more                                             
Listen to and read the conversation between Stephanie 
and the hotel agent.   Look up any new words in   
a dictionary.

A:  Excuse me! Does the hotel include shuttle service 
to El Pital?                                             

B:  Unfortunately, we don’t cover that place with  
our service.                                                

A:   I’ve heard it is a very nice place, so I would like to 
go. Can I get there by bus?                    

B:  I’m afraid not. You might have to rent a car, and 
you will need four-wheel drive.  Roads to get to the 
top are rough.                                                                                                           

A:  Do you have a map or a guide for me?                                                                                
B:  Unfortunately, I don’t. But let me give you the car 

rental number.  They will be able to help you with 
that information.                                                                                                              

A:  Thank you very much.  You have been very helpful.                                                                     

Answer the following questions about the previous conversation. 

1. What is the conversation about?                                                                                                                        
2. What kind of information does Stephanie need from 

the agent?                                                               
3. Why does she want to go to El Pital?                                                                                                              
4. What is the agent’s suggestion?                                                                                                         
5. Why does she need a car with four-wheel drive?               
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Activity 1

Glossary:
Four-wheel drive: a vehicle that has traction on the front and back tires.
Rough:  bad conditions.

Shuttle service: transportation usually offered by hotels. 

I can write an 8 to 10-line paragraph with  a clear topic sentence and 
supporting arguments about vacation plans.                           
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Enrich your vocabulary                                                   
Read the following words related to transportation.  Look 
up any words in a dictionary.

 car rental   driver’s license 
 seatbelt    windshield 
 power steering   sedan 
 hatch back   family car
 van    minivan
 bus    taxi  
 boat   plane
 truck   bicycle 
 motorcycle   train
 bus stop   terminal
 four-wheel drive  air conditioning 

Activity 2

Listen to the following sentences and complete them   
             with the words you hear.

1. One very important requisite to rent a car is to have 
a __.                                                             

2. The use of the __as a mean of transportation is the 
best for our environment.                                                                                                                              

3. I’ve heard the road is in bad condition, so we might 
need a __ truck.                                                   

4. The weather is pretty hot these days, so let’s rent a 
car that has __.     

5.  I would like to use my brother’s motorcycle, but I 
don’t know how to __ it.                                                  

Activity 3

Make a list with all the means of transportation you’ve used so 
far. In your opinion, which of those is the safest? Why?

When you rent a vehicle or if you drive your own, it is 
always important to be aware of the condition of the roads 
that you are going to be driving on. Having a clear idea of 
what the road situation is, you can choose the appropriate 
means of transportation to get to your destination.

Don’t forget!
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Time to read                                                              
Read the following passage about a tourist location in   
El Salvador. Look up any new words in a dictionary.

Balboa Park is a park of lush flora, all kinds of birds, and 
rabbits that totals about seventy acres. The park is twelve 
kilometres from downtown San Salvador and is also a 
part of the family recreational program. If you ever go to 
this beautiful park, you will find a skating rink, a soccer 
field, miles of trails, pre-Colombian style sculptures, 
many shaded picnic areas and several outdoor cafes that 
offer pupusas. You can visit this park anytime. It has easy 
access by car, motorcycle, cab and bus.  If you go by bus, 
take route twelve.  The park is in Mil Cumbres on 29th 
de Agosto Avenue  and 12th Calle Poniente.  So take 
advantage of this nice and relaxing spot!                                                                               

Activity 4
Answer the following questions about the reading above.

1. What is the name of the place?                                                                                                                 
2. How far is it from San Salvador?                                                                                                            
3. When is the best time to visit?                                                                                                                  
4. What are the means of transportation a tourist  

can use?                                                                            
5. Where is the place located?

Answer the following questions with your own information.  

1. What is your favorite tourist attraction in El Salvador?                                                                               
2. What is the name of that place?                                                                                                              
3. Have you gone to that place lately? When?                                                                                              
4. How do you get there?                                                                                                                               
5. What are the driving directions from your house to 

that place?  

Activity 5

Using the list that you have previously made, 
write an eight to ten-line paragraph with the topic 
sentence “Why would you love to visit El Salvador?”  
Use supporting arguments to defend your reasons. 
Remember that it is your job to be convincing. 

Hands on! 5 B
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Activity 7

Answer the following questions based on the conversation.

1. What’s the name of the agent?                                                                                                              
2. How many people does Stephanie need the car for?              
3. What makes that car the best option?                                                                                                               
4. Does Stephanie sound interested in the car?                                                                      
5. Does she know how to get there?  

Questions Answers
1 have you rented a room at a hotel?                                  A Yes, I have, but my batteries are dying.
2 Have you had any problem finding food? B Yes, I have, I always go there for vacation.   
3 have you ever been in that place before? C Playing volleyball at the beach.    
4 have you taken any pictures? D Not at all, there are plenty of restaurants.         
5 What did  you like most about that place?    E No, I haven’t. It is a one day trip.

Conversation and more                                                                           
Listen to and read the conversation between the car 
rental agent and Stephanie.  Look up any new words in  
a dictionary.                                         

A:  This is Erick speaking. How can I help you?      
B:  I am interested in renting a car. I want to take a trip 

to El Pital.                  
A:  What size of a car do you need?                                                                                 
B:  One for two people.                                                                                   
A:  Ok, are you taking bags?                                                                          
B:  Yes we are, and we have a tent that is kind of big, 

plus the bags with food and clothing.                                                                                                                        
A:  Because of the terrain, I would suggest our Toyota 

Four Runner. It’s very comfortable and spacious, 
and it has four-wheel drive.  It’s perfect for the 
rough road to El Pital.                                                                                                                          

B:   That sounds perfect.  How much will it cost to rent?                                                   
A:  It’ll cost you $50 dollars a day.                                                                                                    
B:  I’ll take it.  Can you help me with the driving 

directions on how to get there from La Palma?  I 
haven’t been able to find them.                                                                                                            

Activity 6

Match the following questions on the left with the appropriate answers on the right.

A:  Today’s your lucky day. I have the directions right in 
front of me. I’ll send them to your email. Is that ok?                                                                                                                               

B:  That would be great!
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Enrich your vocabulary                                                                                                    
 
Read the following means of transportation.  Do all of 
these things exist in El Salvador?                                                                                                                                

 airliner
 airplane                                                                                                                                         
 bicycle                                                                                                                                          
 bike                                                                                                                                             
 boat                                                                                                                                             
 bus                                                                                                                                              
 canoe                                                                                                                                            
 car                                                                                                                                              
 cruiser                                                                                                                                             
 ferry

Make a list of the means of transportation commonly used in 
your community or city.

Activity 9
Match the means of transportation with the pictures below.

Activity 8

Nowadays cars are equipped with a variety of 
devices intended to protect drivers from car 
accidents. The most important one, however, 
is the seatbelt. As more and more people die in 
car collisions, up to 63% of the people killed in 
accidents did not wear their seatbelts. Wearing a 
seatbelt is the safest thing you can do as soon as 
you get in a car.

What for?

four-wheel drive train motorcycle

limousine horse  ferry

1. 2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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Activity 10
Match the following irregular verbs with the past participle forms.

1 eaten A drink
2 driven B sit
3 caught C forget
4 drank D give
5 swum E eat
6 sat F swim
7 forgotten G drive
8 known H catch
9 given I sing
10 sung J know

Choose five verbs from the previous list and write complete 
sentences for each one of them. Use the present perfect tense.                                                                                                                                          

Activity 12
Language in use      
Past participle of irregular verbs 
Besides regular verbs, there are many irregular English 
verbs which do not form the past participle with the 
ending “-ed”. The following are examples of irregular 
English verbs: begin – begun, find – found, go – gone. 

Since there is no way to predict the formation of the 
participle in an irregular verb, they must be memorized.                                                                                                                                       
                                                             
Even though the formation of the past participle is 
unpredictable, the formation of the present perfect tense 
is the same for an irregular verb as for a regular verb. In 
both cases, the simple present of the auxiliary “have/ has” 
is followed by the past participle of the verb.

Example:  I have bought you a cake for your birthday.                                                                                                                                        
                         

Choose the letter that best completes the following statements.

1. I have __ the same shirt for two days. 
 A. weared 
 B. worn  
 C. wearing 
2.  My father has __ all that you can see in this house. 
 A. builds 
 B. builded 
 C. built 
3.  My mom has __ a very delicious soup. 
 A. made 
 B. make 
 C. maked 
4.  I have __ so many things today. 
 A. doing  
 B. doed 
 C. done 
5.  Silvia and Carlos have __ a lot of souvenirs. 
 A. bought 
 B. buyed 
 C. buys 

Activity 13

Write sentences using the clues given below. Use the present 
perfect in every sentence.

1.  I/ not see/ any movies/ lately 
2.  Mary/ go out dancing/ four times this week
3.  My mom/ have visitors/ all day long
4.  Antony/ fall three times from his bike/ today   
5.  Luisa’s boyfriend/ drive four hours/ to see her

Activity 11
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Conversation and more    
Listen to and read the conversation between Rhina and 
her boyfriend.                              

A:  Riding a motorcycle is so much fun. I love this. 
We’re going so fast, Andres.                                   

B:  I agree, it’s awesome!                                                                                     
A:  Are we almost there? We’ve been on the road for a 

while, and it looks like it’s getting dark.                                                                
B:  It’s only 2 p.m. This is crazy. Look ahead, it’s raining.                                                         
A:  We are going to get so wet, and I have the camera, 

the radio, and my cell phone in my bag. Everything 
is going to get ruined!                                                                                                        

B:  We need to find a place to stop and wait.                                                                                
A:  This situation is awful!        

Activity 14
 Decide whether the following statements are true or false.

1. They were driving a convertible car.                                                                                                     
2. They were very happy to be in that trip at the beginning.                                                                     
3. While they were on the road, the day turned dark.                                                                                 
4. Luckily  they didn’t have anything that could be 

ruined with the rain. 
5. Andres suggested to stop and wait  until the rain  

had finished.

Activity 15
Answer the following questions with your own information.

1.  What kind of transportation do you use to go   
to work?                                                        

2.  Have you ever ridden a motorcycle?                                                                                           
3.  What has been the most exciting means of 

transportation that you have tried?                               
4.  Have you ever traveled by train?                                                                                                       
5.  Have you ever traveled long distances on a bike? 

How long?

Lesson core

Throughout this lesson you’ve learned how to use the past participle 
of irregular verbs, how to ask and give driving directions, and  also 
to be able to talk about means of transportation. This lesson is very 
important because through its topics and the grammar points you 
can get the tools you need to successfully handle conversations 
about real life situations.
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If I go on roads that are in bad 
condition, I should drive a __.
a)  sedan 
b)  van  
c) sport car 
d)  four-wheel drive car

The past participle for the verb “drive” 
is __.
a)  drived  
b)  driven 
c) drives 
d)  drove 

The question “How can I get there?”  
refers to __.
a)  transportation 
b)  driving directions 
c) traffic lights   
d)  map

1 3

2

Which of the following means of 
transportation are not used to get to La 
Gran Via mall?
a) motorcycle  
b)  bus 
c) train   
d)  horse

4

CYCLE- RICKSHAWS

Answers:1. c, d      2. a      3. b       4. d

 

In other countries people have different means 
of transportation that you might not be aware 
of, like the cycle-rickshaw in India and other 

parts of Asia. It is a popular means of transport 
in small towns and villages.  People sit in the 

back while a man on a bicycle at the front pulls 
them along. In some towns in India, children go 
to school by cycle-rickshaws because it is slow 
and safe and not crowded like the buses. Cycle-

rickshaws are comfortable and cheap.

Choose the letter or letters that best answer each question or statement.
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Unit Five Lesson 3           
ARE YoU GoING to thE MAYAN RUINS 

oR thE WAtER PARk?Getting started!

What are bungalows used for?                                             
What kind of features do parks offer?                                                             
Do all water park have water slides? 

Achievement indicators
I can successfully pick out details and main ideas about tourist sites 
from ads and documentaries.                       
I can describe tourist sites with appropriate vocabulary and expressions.                                                                    
I can make original brochures of tourist sites with creativity. 

Conversation and more   
Listen to and read the following conversation. Look up 
any new words in a dictionary.

                                                                                                   
A:  So, is everything set, Carlos?                                                                                                                       
B:  Yes, we are all set, Ana.  We have the car rented, 

hotel reserved, and I have everything packed.                                                                                                                                   
A:  What about the video camera? Did you pack that?                                                             
B:  Yes, honey, everything is under control.                                                                                       
A:  Do you know the price of food there?                                                                              
B:  Oops, I forgot to ask about that.  As soon as I get 

there I’ll ask.                        
A:  Sounds good.  By the way, where are you  

taking me?                                                                               
B:  We’re going to El Cuco beach. I found a great 

place to stay for a good price.                                                                                                                             
A:  Great! It’s been a while since we’ve gone to El Cuco.                                                                  
B:  That’s what I thought. Hey, we’re missing some 

plastic bags for the trash.                                                                                                                              
A:  I’ve got them.  You know I always have them in 

case I’m far from a trash can.                              
B:  Excellent! Let’s go!  

Decide whether the following statements are true or false.

1. Carlos has rented a car to go to the beach.                                                                                          
2.  He didn’t make any hotel reservations because it is a 

one day trip.                                                 
3.  Ana reminded Carlos to pack the digital camera.                                                                            
4.  Carlos forgot to ask about the price of food.                                                                                      
5.  Carlos and Ana have an all inclusive package reserved.                                                                
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Activity 1

Based on the conversation, answer the following questions.

1.  Where are Carlos and Ana going?                                                                                          
2.  What is the meaning of the word “set” in the first line?                                                         
3.  What does Carlos need plastic bags for?                                                                                
4.  Is Ana excited about going to El Cuco?                                                                                   
5.  What did Carlos forget to ask when he made   

the reservation? 

Activity 2
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Enrich your vocabulary     
Study the following vocabulary.  Where might these 
things be found?
 
 business center   fitness center 
 handicapped   kitchen 
 pool   room                                                                            
 local dishes    water slide                                                                                                                                           

admission fee   sunbathing
         bungalow   lobby  
 elevator   camping area
      internet access    water sports
 water slide      international food 
 balcony   hiking trails

Activity 3
Categorize the previous vocabulary in the following boxes. 
Notice that some words can fit in more than one category.

Beach hotel Mountain 
resort

Water park Restaurant

Activity 4
Complete the following sentences with the missing words.   

1.  We’re having a family reunion at the hotel, are there 
__ nearby to go walking?

2.  I always enjoy eating at this restaurant because the 
__ is exotic.                                                                   

3.  I am in a wheelchair.  Is there  __?
4.  I’m taking my students to the water park. Do you 

know what the__ is for children under twelve?      
5.  To get to your room, take the __ to the third floor 

and turn right.

Now that the couple is very interested in 
vacationing in El Salvador, it is time to show them 
a brochure of your country. Make a brochure 
showing three main vacation spots in El Salvador. 
Be creative and descriptive.

Hands on! 5C
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Time to read               
Read the following passage. Look up any new words in  
a dictionary.  

El Salvador is a great place to enjoy your vacation.  This 
beautiful, little country offers many spots where you can 
spend some fun time.  As an example, we have various 
water parks throughout the country. 

One of the most popular water parks is called Atlantis. 
Atlantis is known for its amusing water slides and an 
artificial river. To get there, follow the road to the Costa 
del Sol. Besides Atlantis, there are other water parks that 
can be found such as Galicia, Termos del Rio, and Las 
Veraneras. Galicia has the largest water slide in El Salvador. 
Termos del Rio can be found near Galicia, and it has 
pools for people of all ages. It probably has the best pool 
with artificial waves. Another feature that you can find in 
Termos is a natural spring with hot water. Las Veraneras 
has bungalows, slides, pools, jacuzzies and you can also 
visit the beach since it is a beach front property. These are 
the most popular water parks in El Salvador.  They are great 
places to enjoy with friends or family.  

Activity 5
Answer the following questions about the previous passage.

1. What is the article about?                                                                                                                          
2.  What are the water parks mentioned in the article?                                                                         
3.  Which water park is on the way to the Costa del   

Sol beach?                                                                               
4.  Which water park has the largest water slide?                                                                                               
5.  Where is Termos del Rio located in El Salvador?  

Activity 6
Categorize the features according to the place where you can 
find them based on the previous reading. Do some research.  
Find out which other features you can find in these places, and 
add two to each one of them.

Atlantis Galicia Termos del Rio Las Veraneras

beach access   water slides
swimming pools    bungalow
artificial river    highest water slide
artificial waves   natural spring
jacuzzi 

Whenever you travel with kids, try to foresee the things 
they might ask for while on the road and have those 
things ready. It happens very often that children ask for 
water or food, and you might not be close to a store. It 
could also happen that when you finally stop to get food 
or water, one bite or a sip is enough to calm them down. 
In order to avoid wasting time and money, make sure 
you always have a bottle of water and food or at least 
something for them to snack on.   

Don’t forget!
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Conversation and more                                                                                 
Listen to and read the following conversation.  Look up 
any new words in a dictionary.                                                                                                  

A:  I’ve had such a great time on this vacation, Alex!  
Everything went according to plan, and it  
was great!                                                                                                    

B:  Yeah, I loved how everything went smoothly, 
Gaby.  We had no transportation problems, and 
the accommodation was great. 

A:  There were so many things to do, but the things 
that I enjoyed the most were scuba diving and 
watching the sunset in my lounge chair. What 
about you? What did you enjoy the most?                                                  

B:  Well, I had a good time scuba diving but surfing 
was even better. I can still feel the adrenaline 
thinking about it.                                                                                                                                            

A:  Yeah, you were amazing with that surf board. I 
didn’t know you were so skilled.                       

B:  Thank you, did you take any pictures?                                                                                                                           
A:  I did. I got some very good shots.                                                                                                                       
B:  Can I see them now?                                             
A:  I don’t think we have any battery power, so we will 

see them when we get home.                                                                     
B:  Ok, sounds good. I’m ready to start planning our 

next vacation!

Activity 7
Answer the following questions about the previous conversation.

1.  Did Alex and Gaby have a good time on vacation?                                                                                 
2.  What did Gaby enjoy the most on vacation?                                                                                          
3.  What did Alex like the most from his trip?                                                                                                  
4.  What was Gaby’s reaction to Alex’s surfing skills?                                                                                         
5.  Why can’t Alex see the pictures?

Activity 8
Use the context to find the meanings of the following words.  If 
you need help, look them up in a dictionary.

1. smooth
2. adrenaline
3. amazing
4. skilled
5. shot  

Activity 9
Use the list of words in the previous activity, and make one 
sentence with each one.
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Enrich your vocabulary                                                                                                
Read the following vocabulary.  Look up any new words 
in a dictionary.
                                                                                                       
 shopping around  restaurant                                                        
 distance from the capital  tour guide                                                           
 beach access    dance clubs
 strip                                    right across   
 close to Mayan ruins   king distance                 

shopping mall       water park on site
 outskirts    overlooks                         

soundproof windows    vacancy                                           

Complete the following sentences using words from the 
vocabulary list.

1. The room we stayed at had __ ,so we didn’t  
hear anything.                                                     

2.  I’ll make my room reservation when I get there.  
Hopefully there will be__.                                                                                                                        

3.  A: How can I get to the beach from the water park? 
B: The water park is right there, and it has__ 
directly from its complex.                                                                                                                                       

4.  The restaurant is not centrally located.  It is actually 
in the __ of the city.                                     

5.  I feel like going dancing tonight.  Let’s ask if there 
are__ around this place.                      

6.  I’ve heard there are a lot of interesting places to visit, 
but I don’t want to get lost. When we get there, we 
will hire a __ .                                                                                                              

7.  The hotel was so huge that it even had its own 
__ with pools for adults and water slides.                                                                                                                                          
   

8.  When we arrive, we will find out if it actually __   
the lake.                                                  

9.  After I take a nap, we will go to the __.  I want to 
buy a bathing suit and a pair of sunglasses for myself.                                                                                                                                         

10.  I don’t want to be searching for food. I want to know 
if there is a __.

Write your own sentences using the following vocabulary words. 
                                                       

1.  right across 
2.  tour guide
3.  restaurant        
4.  close to Mayan ruins     
5.  walking distance

Activity 10

Activity 11
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Language in use         
Look at the following examples and pay attention to the 
clauses that refer to future time with use of the simple 
present tense of the verb.

 When I finish this coconut, we will play soccer.
 After we play soccer, we are going to go to a party.
 As soon as we arrive at the party, we will start  dancing. 
 Before we eat, we will take a break from dancing  

and talk. 
 Until the party ends, we will ride our motorbikes. 

Time clauses can come either before the main clause or 
after the main clause.  Study the following examples. 

 After we play soccer, we will go to a party.
 We will go to a party after we play soccer

Notice that when you introduce the time clause before 
the main clause, the clauses are separated by a comma. 
But the comma is not necessary when you start with the 
main clause.

Activity 12
Make time clauses using the following clues. 

1.  Get dressed, go to the shopping mall                                                                                                           
2.  Make a hotel reservation, check my budget                                                                                               
3.  Get to the water park, put my bathing suit on                                                                                            
4.  Finish my stay, write a review of my stay                                                                                                    
5.  My parents come home, I’ll clean this mess  

Activity 13
Write the main clause for the following time clauses.                                                                   

1.  Before I get to El Cuco                                                                                                                                
2.  As soon as Alex gets to the water park                                                                                                                
3.  When the tourist guide comes                                                                                                                
4.  After we pay the admission fee                                                                                                                             
5.  As soon as I learn how to surf                                                                                                                      
6.  Before Luis leaves the place                                                                                                                           
7.  When Erik and Lisa finish playing                                                                                                                               
8.  Before I jump onto the water slide                                                                                                               
9.  Until I get to the hotel                                                                                                                                      
10. After we pay our debts

Activity 14
Write five time clauses related to tourist sites in El Salvador. 
Follow the example below.                                                        

Example:  When you get to El Pital, you will be  
  amazed with the view.

If you are in a tourist area in El Salvador, take the time to 
take a break in one of the newly built panoramic stations. 
The Salvadoran Corporation of Tourism has recently 
installed several panoramic stations where visitors 
can enjoy the impressive natural beauty offered by our 
country. These stations are strategically located along the 
routes to El Salvador’s major tourist locations. Don’t miss 
the opportunity of giving yourself such a relaxing and 
breathtaking experience at one these stations. 

Don’t forget!
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Activity 15

Match the following time clauses on the left with main clauses 
on the right.

Time clauses Main clauses
1 before I start driving, A I’ll give him his bottle.
2 As soon as I get   

the money,
B I’ll take a two         

week vacation.
3 After I graduate, C I’ll check the tires, water, 

and oil in my vehicle.
4 When the baby 

wakes up,
D I’ll buy some souvenirs 

for my friends.
5 before I spend all of 

my money,
E I’ll buy a very nice car.

Activity 16

Unscramble the following words to make time expressions.

1.  I/ drink/ my/ into/ the/ pool/ soda/ after/  
I’ll/ jump 

2.  before/ I/ will/ use/ the/ bathroom/ I/ leave                                                     
3.  I/ get/ the/ mall/ to/ the/ water/ park/ I’ll/ stop/ 

at/ before                                                                                                 

Lesson core

In this lesson you have learned how to effectively 
understand and talk in a detailed way about 
tourist sites in El Salvador. You have been 
introduced to vocabulary and expressions 
used when describing transportation and 
hotel features and amenities. Now you are able 
to understand, discuss, and create original 
brochures about tourist sites in your country. In 
conclusion, the knowledge you have acquired in 
this lesson enables you to confidently handle and 
create written and spoken information related to 
tourist sites in El Salvador.

Find the main clause in the following time clause statements.

1.  When I leave for the States, I’ll give you my car.
2.  We will have some coffee when you come over  

this afternoon.
3.  My brother will call you as soon as he gets home.
4.  Before I leave the house, I’ll make sure everything is 

turned off.
5.  Before I make my hotel reservation, I’ll make sure 

they accept pets. 

Activity 17
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Before I go to the hotel, __.
a)  I’ll pay for the ticket
b)  I won’t be home 
c) I’ll stay there
d)  I’ll make my room reservation

After I finish eating, __.
a) I’ll pay the bill
b)  I’ll ask for the menu   
c) I’ll choose what to order   
d)  I’ll go home

Which of the following beaches is a very 
popular in San Miguel?
a) Playitas  
b)  Tamarindo  
c) Cuco 
d)  Costa del Sol                                                                              

1 3

2

Which of the following water parks has 
the largest water slide in El Salvador?                                                                                                                                       
a)  Galicia 
b)  Termos del Rio 
c) Amapulapa 
d)  Ichanmichen                                                                                   

4

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

Answers: 1. a      2.c      3. a, d      4. d                                      

 In order to spend a pleasant time in a recreational 
place, it is necessary for this place to have 

features that are related to our specific interests. 
If a person is interested in being in contact with 
nature, hiking, or exploring, that person will have 
a great time in a mountain resort. However, that 
same person would be disappointed if he or she 
were advised to go to a beach hotel. If you know 
you what you want but you don’t know where to 
go find a local phone number for a hotel and get 
details about what is available in the area. If what 
you were looking for comes in the description of 

the place, you can go for it. Depending on how well 
the place meets your interests, your satisfaction 

will be guaranteed.        

Choose the letter or letters that best answer each question or statement.
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Unit Five Lesson 4           
ARE YoU GoING to MAkE thE RESERVAtIoN 

oR AM I?Getting started!

Have you ever made a hotel reservation?                                                                                
What kind of features does your car have?                                                                    
How should you speak when making a reservation?

Achievement indicators
I can clearly recognize expressions to make reservations and other  
oral input.                                                
I can identify and write down specific information about hotel 
facilities and categories from conversations and other oral input.                                                                                                                          

Conversation and more
Listen to and read the conversation Consuelo is having 
with the receptionist at the hotel.  Look up any new 
words in a dictionary.

A:   Good morning, this is Marcos.  Thank you for 
calling The Doors of Suchitoto.  How can I help 
you today?                                                                                                                               

B:  Yes, my name is Consuelo, and I would like to 
make a hotel reservation for Friday afternoon to 
Monday morning.                                                                                                                  

A:  Great, Consuelo, I will be glad to assist you.  How 
many people will be joining you?  

B:  It will be my husband, our two sons, and I. We 
would like to have two queen size beds in a non-
smoking room.  Can you find us a room with a 
lake view?                                           

A:  Yes, ma’m, I have the perfect room.  It will cost you 
$183.  How will you pay?                                                                                                                                            

B:  I will be using my Visa card. Here is the number: 
407891244437. It expires in January of 2014. 
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I can use appropriate expression to make hotel/car reservations.
I can talk about vacation plans with confidence and fluency.
I can design the facilities of a hotel on paper and correctly label each area.  

A:  Ok. It’s all set.  Your reservation has been 
completed.  We appreciate your business and look 
forward to seeing you soon.                                                                         

B:   Thank you.  You have been very helpful.  Bye. 
A:   Goodbye.

Decide whether the following statements are true or false. 

1. Consuelo is going to Suchitoto.                                                                                                                 
2.  Consuelo is traveling with the children.                                                                                                       
3.  Consuelo needs two king size beds.                                                                                                            
4.  Consuelo requested a lake view room.                                                                                                       
5.  Consuelo will be paying cash when she gets there.

Activity 1
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Enrich your vocabulary   
Study the following vocabulary used to make reservations.  
 
 hot deal        
 discounted rate       
 manual                                                                                                                                      
 room amenities  
 guest review                                                                                                                                          
 price range                       
 payment method      
 local attractions        
 compact    
 cancellation policy          

Activity 2
Go over the vocabulary and make a list with the words that 
are not related to hotel reservations. 

Activity 3
Complete the following sentences with vocabulary from the 
previous list.

1. The average price is $150, but at this moment you 
can get it for half of that price. It’s our __ of   
the month. 

2.  A: What kind of __will you use on this reservation?  
 B: I’ll use my Visa.                                      
3.   The car I’m renting is just for me, so I need a  

__ car.                                                                  
4.  Some of the__ include a theme park that is one 

block away and a museum that’s three blocks from 
the hotel.           

5.  Could you please tell me what the __ is? Just in 
case I get sick or something.        

Glossary: 
Guest review: the opinion a customer gives about a place or service.
Hot deal: super discounted rate.
Price range:  ideal price for a product or service based on budget.
Local Attraction: popular places located within the vicinity of a hotel.

Payment method: pay by credit card, check, bill me later, cash.
Discounted rate:  a rate that is lower than usual.
Manual: a type of car that has a stick shift.
Room amenities: facilities included in a hotel room.

Before you purchase your flight reservation, bus ticket 
or hotel reservation to go to a new place, take some 
time to read travelers reviews about the place online. 
Most of the time we make decisions to go to certain 
places based on our friends or family members’ 
previous experiences at that place. When people 
around you can’t give you advice about the place you 
are going, get on the internet and check out travelers’ 
reviews. Checking out travelers’ reviews will give you a 
clearer idea about the place, and they might even give 
you tips on how to have a more pleasant trip.

Don’t forget!
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Time to read                                    
Read the following hotel description.  Look up any new 
words in a dictionary.

Hotel Description
Location: 
        This four star hotel is located in San Salvador, El Salvador                                                                    
        Four kilometers from downtown San Salvador                                                                                                    
        Four-and-one-half kilometers from the David J.      
        Guzman Museum                                                                             
        Six kilometers from the Multiplaza mall and right   
        across from Metrocentro mall

Hotel Features:   
        Tequilas Bar & Botanas, Tanoshii Sushi Bar and      
         Vertigo Bar                                                      
        Fitness room                                                                                                                                             
        Outdoor pool and sauna                                                                                                                    
        Complimentary wireless internet access                                                                                            

Guestrooms:                                                                                                                                           
        Cable television and CD player                                                                                                                    
        Coffeemaker                                                                                                                                      
        Minibar                  

Activity 4
Answer the following questions about the previous  
hotel description. 

1. Where is the hotel located?                                                      
2. What is the star rating of the hotel? 
3.  What are the local attractions mentioned?         
4.  Can guests exercise at the hotel? Where?                                                                                                        
5.  What are the room amenities?

Activity 5
Imagine you are on a business trip. You have to give some 
presentations at a convention in San Salvador and you need to 
make a hotel reservation. Describe the ideal hotel for your stay. 
Include information about hotel location, hotel features and 
room amenities.

Activity 6
You work for a travel agency and you have a client that is in 
a wheelchair traveling alone. He needs a hotel for two nights 
close to the hospital. Describe a hotel that you would book   
for him.       

Activity 7
Make a list of all the hotels you know in your community. 
Choose one of those hotels and write a description about it.  
Include star rating, room amenities, hotel amenities, location 
and price for the room. Be prepared to present your description 
to the class and have your classmates to guess the name of   
the hotel. 
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Conversation and more                                                                                           
Listen to and read the conversation between a customer 
and an agent. What kind of transaction are they making?

A:  Hello, this is Daniel speaking.  How may I assist 
you today?                                                      

B:  Hello, my name is Richard, and I am interested in 
renting a car for two people.                                                                                                                                

A:  Very good, it’ll be my pleasure to help you with 
that. When would you like to pick it up?

B:  I’ll need it from June 20th to June 23rd in Comalapa.                                                                    
A:  Excellent, what time will you pick up your vehicle?                                                             
B:  At 5 p.m., and could you please add a car seat?                                                                               
A:  No problem, I’ll make sure it is in your vehicle.  

What will be the returning location and time?                                                                                                                                   
B:  Comalapa International Airport, at 10 a.m. I’m on 

a tight budget, so I’ll need the best rate possible.             
 A:  Definitely! At this moment I have a Toyota 

Corolla economy 4 door manual with air 
conditioning, at the best rate of 13 dollar a day. 
Add a 10 dollar fee for the car seat plus tax and 
highway fee.  That  makes your grand total $52.95. 
Would you like to take it?                                                                                                                                      

B:  Yes, please.  By the way, when I get there I’ll be 
driving all over the country. Is it possible for you to 
get me a map of El Salvador?                                                                                               

A:  Don’t worry, just remember to ask for it when you 
receive your car at the airport.       

Answer the following questions about the conversation.

1.  What is the conversation about?                                                                                                             
2.  What is the customer’s name?                                                                                                             
3.  What kind of car did he rent?                                                                                                                        
4.  Where is the pick up place?                                                                                                                           
5.  Why does he need a map of El Salvador?                                                                               

Activity 8

Activity 9
Look at the people needing car rentals. Find the best option for 
them using the pictures.

1.  Two business men
2.  Five young friends. They have back packs and surf 

boards with them
3.  A couple that is going on a date                                                                          
4.  A Family of four adults and three kids    

A.

B.

C.

D.
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Enrich your vocabulary    
Read the following vocabulary relating to cars.  Do you 
know what all of these things are? 

 air conditioning     
 economy   
 dual airbag protection
 remote keyless entry
 anti-theft system
 front wheel drive
 cruise control
 power windows
 power mirror
 automatic transmission
 power steering

Activity 10
Complete the following sentences with vocabulary from the  
list above.

1.  I’m not worried about somebody trying to steal this 
car. It has an __.   

2.  My car must have __.  I don’t want to spend an 
hour trying to park.

3.  I just need a car for my wife and I for the day. An 
__will be fine.

4.  I don’t like wasting time looking for my car in the 
parking lot. I always use the __.

5.  My girlfriend is very strict when it comes to safety. 
Get us one with __.

Activity 11
Imagine you are planning a trip to El Pital. It would be 6 of 
your friends and you. You already have the hotel, but you’re 
missing the car rental. Make a list of features that describe the 
type of car needed for your trip.  Then write a short dialogue 
between you and the car rental agent.

You have convinced the European couple to spend their vacation in El Salvador.  For the 
first spot you described in the brochure, write a short paragraph explaining how they 
will spend their vacation. Make sure to use future time clauses and be creative.

Hands on! 5D

Glossary: 
Economy: a type of car designed for low cost operation.
Dual airbag protection: cushions built into a vehicle that protect occupants during 
a collision.
Remote keyless entry: a remote control to open doors.
Anti-theft system: a device to prevent unauthorized appropriation of items 
considered valuable.
Front wheel drive: vehicle  which engine drives the front wheels only.

Cruise control: vehicle feature that allows the driver to keep a certain speed without 
pushing the gas or shifting gears.
Power windows:  vehicle feature that allows its occupants to roll the windows up or 
down by lifting or pressing a button.
Power mirror: mirrors that can be adjusted by using electrical buttons. Automatic 
Transmission:  a transmission that shifts gears automatically.
Power steering: a system for reducing the steering effort on vehicles by using an 
external power source.
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Language in use  
Future time clauses with the present 
progressive tense 

Expressing the future in time clauses + present progressive 

The present progressive is used in a time clause to express 
an activity that will be in progress in the future. 

Example: 
 While I’m driving to work tomorrow, I’m going to 

listen to the tape. 
 When I go to the United States, I will practice 

speaking English.

Activity 12
Write the main clause for the following list of time clauses.

1.  While I am visiting El Salvador,    (Costa del Sol)

2.  When I am packing my bags tonight,    (check the list 
of things to take)

3.  While she is drinking coconut water at the beach in 
the afternoon,    (watch the sunset)

4.  When my girlfriend is sightseeing in the 
neighborhood tomorrow,    (take pictures)

5.  When I am renting my car later tonight,    (ask for 
extra discount)   

Activity 13
Write time clauses for the following pictures.

1.

2.

3.

Whenever you make a hotel reservation, 
whether it is over the phone or person to person, 
always ask if the hotel offers complimentary 
breakfast.  Most hotels, from one to four stars, 
offer complimentary breakfast, but you cannot 
just expect it because not all of them do.  Also 
ask whether they offer a continental or a full 
breakfast.  Being certain on what your options 
are, you can make a decision on a hotel based on 
what is best for you. 

What for?
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Activity 14

Imagine there is a very prestigious chain building a four star 
hotel in your city, and you have been hired to design the main 
features of the hotel. Make a list with the features you would 
include and then make a drawing of the property.

Activity 15
Write sentences with time clauses to persuade people to stay at 
your hotel.  Follow the example below.

Example: While you are staying at our hotel, you  
  are going to have access to the highest  
  speed internet connection. 

Activity 17

Think about your next vacation and write a list of activities 
you will be doing. Use time clauses with the present progressive. 

Lesson core

Through this lesson you have learned 
vocabulary and expressions that are used in real 
communication transactions when renting cars 
or talking about hotel accommodations. Having 
finished this lesson, you can confidently make 
hotel reservations and car rentals. Now you are 
able to have a successful language transaction 
when making hotel and car reservations and 
handle discussions about your preferences in a 
hotel or car.

Activity 16

Use the clues to write the missing clause. Use your imagination. 
Follow the example below.

Example:   I am going to wear my new leather jacket.
Answer:   While I am riding my bike tomorrow,   

  I am going to wear my new leather jacket.

1.  I am going to take pictures of my favorite soccer player.
2.  I am going to sing from the top of my lungs.
3.  He is going to buy some tomatoes.
4.  My mom is going to buy a new dress.
5.  He is going to stop by to visit us.

Activity 18
Pretend you are a receptionist in a hotel and a customer just 
called. Write a short conversation between the customer and 
yourself in which you persuade the customer to book a room 
with your hotel. Use time clauses.
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A:  What kind of vehicle do you need?  
B:  ___
a)  A mid- size.   
b)  An economy size.   
c) One with a Jacuzzi. 
d)  Not far from the dance clubs. 

A:  There are three of us traveling.  We 
need a car. We are going to the beach.  
B: ___                                                                                                       
a)  Should it be smoking or non- smoking? 
b)  Do you want it to be compact ?       
c)  We have an Olympic pool on site.  
d)  Our rooms are sold out.

A:  I want to have a business meeting at your  
hotel.   
B: ___
a)  The museum is one block away. 
b)  You will like our business center. 
c) Our hiking trails are great. 
d)  We are close to dance clubs.

1 3

2

A: I need to make a hotel reservation please.  
B:  ___
a)  Do you need any specific amenity? 
b)  Will a SUV be fine? 
c) Do you have a credit card? 
d)  Unfortunately, we don’t have that type  
 of car.

4

GET HELP FROM A TRAVEL AGENT

Answers:1. a     2.b     3. b     4. a, b

  
Deciding where to stay and what kind of car to 

rent are very important decisions when planning 
vacations. It is very important to be very careful 
and take your time to search the best options 

based on your personal needs. It is always useful 
to get help from a travel agent with detailed 

information. Once you have your needs figured 
out and a clear picture of what it is available, 

it’s just a matter of relating the offers with what     
you need.

Choose the letter or letters that best answer each question or statement.
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Unit Five Lesson 5           
cAN YoU tELL ME hoW to GEt thERE?

Getting started!

Do you know how to get to the art  museum?
What is the landmark?
When do I get off the highway?

Achievement indicators
I can clearly recognize phrases for asking and giving directions with 
time expressions from audio sources.
I can successfully ask and give directions with time expressions.

Conversation and more    
Listen to and read the conversation between Kristen and 
Edwin. Look up any new words in a dictionary.

A:  Hello?
B:  Hello, Edwin! How are you?                                                                                                                                      
A:  I’m good, and how about you, Kristen?
B:  I’m already here at the airport heading out to  

the capital.                                                         
A:  Excellent.  So who picked you up?
B:  Nobody.  Before leaving from the States I made a 

car rental reservation, so I’m driving now.                                                                                                                           
A:  You’re so independent. Are we getting together 

anytime soon?                                                                                                                                          
B:  How about this afternoon?  Are you close to 

Metrocentro? I have a reservation at the Real 
Intercontinental Hotel.  Meet me in the lobby in 
an hour. 

A:  Sure, I’ll be there. Should I bring something?                                                                 
B:  Don’t worry about that. I have an all inclusive 

package there, so just make sure you bring 
yourself. Hey, before we end the call, where do I 
get off of this highway to get to the hotel?

tenth Grade - English 225

I can confidently read and identify directions with time expressions 
from written conversations, maps and other texts.

A:  Don’t make any turns, just keep going straight 
until you hit Los Heroes Boulevard. Once you are 
on Los Heroes, keep going straight until you see 
Metrosur.  As soon as you reach Metrosur, try to 
stay in the left lane because after the first light, you 
will make a left turn. You’ll see the hotel. Don’t get 
lost! I’ll be waiting for you.                     

Answer the following questions about the previous conversation.

1.  Who is visiting El Salvador?                                                                                                              
2.  Where is she at the moment of the conversation?                                                                              
3.  Where are they meeting?                                                                                                                              
4.  Who helps Kristen with directions?                                                                                                                    
5.  When does Kristen need to turn left?   

Activity 1
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Enrich your language
Read the following phrases used to give directions.

 Go across
 Go along
 Go over 
 Go past
 Go round
 Go straight
 Go through
 Go under
 Go up/down
 Take the 1st/ 2nd turn on the left/right
 Turn right/left

Activity 3

Look at the pictures and label them with the direction being 
described in each one.

Write driving directions from your house to a local church. 

Imagine you have a very important event going on in the 
closest tourist attraction to your community. You don’t want to 
give any chance for your guests to be stressed out trying to get to 
the event. Draw a map that will be included in the invitations, 
and be as detailed as possible.                                                                                                                                      

The following information might be of help:                                                                                     
Give directions from all the major highways your 
guests may use.                                                   

 Map out the local roads.                                                                                                  

Include landmarks so that guests can be assured they are 
progressing in the correct direction.

Activity 4

Activity 2
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If you pay attention to all the little details  when giving 
driving directions, your guests will arrive talking about 
how easy it was to find the place and ready to have a 
good time instead of being grumpy and tired after 
getting lost for who knows how long.     

Don’t forget!

Time to read 
Read the following passage about giving good driving 
directions.  Look up any new words in a dictionary.

Getting lost trying to get to a specific location happens 
too often, and this situation affects the stress level on 
people.  So whenever you need to give directions, try to 
be as clear as possible. For example, if you are inviting 
guests to an event that will be held at two locations (such 
as an invitation to the church for a wedding and another 
location for the reception) you should give three sets of 
directions. There should be directions to each location 
separately, and directions to get from the first destination 
to the second. 

Very often people are invited to weddings and the 
directions were given only to the church. Then it’s 
assumed that a procession of cars will head over to the 
reception. This doesn’t always happen, especially in 
a crowded city. Sometimes people miss the wedding 
ceremony at the church because of traffic or other 
delays, and then they need to figure out how to get to the 
reception on their own. If you don’t put enough thought 
into giving good driving directions, you will be adding 
stress to your guests’ day and not start the event out on a 
good note.  

Activity 4
Answer the following questions about the previous passage.

1.  What is the passage about?                                                                                                                               
2.  Why is it important to give clear directions?                                                                                
3.  Why should you include directions to every location 

if your event will be held in more than one location?                                                                                                                                   
4.  Do you agree with the fact that stressed guests might 

affect the development of the event? Why?

Activity 5
Answer the following questions based on your own experience.

1.  Have you ever been invited to events that take place 
in different locations? What were the events?                                                                                                                                      

2.  Did the host include driving directions on   
the invitations?                                                                          

3.  Do people in your community include driving 
directions on the invitations to weddings?     

4.  Have you ever been late to an important event after 
being lost ? Describe the situation.
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Conversation and more    
Listen to and read the conversation between two of 
Elizabeth’s guests.  Look up any new words in a dictionary.                                                                                           
                                                                                                                                            

A:  What a nice place to celebrate a wedding.  This 
place is just amazing, Rosita!                                                                                              

B:  Yeah, this place looks like it was taken out of a fairy 
tale. Look at all those gardens, the butterflies, the 
fountain, everything.                                                                                                    

A:  Yeah, it looks perfect. I didn’t even know places 
like this existed in this city.                                                                                                   

B:  Me either. Did you have any problem finding it, Rina?                                                                       
A:  Actually, no, the driving directions in the 

invitations couldn’t be any more detailed.                                                                                             
B:  I agree with you.  They did such a good job 

drawing a map.                                             
A:  They did a perfect job planning the whole event. 

Ok, it’s time to make a toast so let’s get in the crowd.                                                                                                                
B:  Alright let’s go!            

Decide whether the following statements are true or false.

1.  Rina was getting married.
2.  Rosita was complaining about the event.
3.  The place chosen for the event was amazing.
4.  Rina says the place is popular for wedding receptions.
5.  Rosita didn’t know about the place.
6.  Neither, Rosita nor Rina had any problems getting 

to the place.
7.  The driving directions were sent through email.
8.  The driving directions were clear. 
9.  Elizabeth was a guest in the wedding.
10.  They stopped talking to go make a toast.

Activity 8
Answer the following questions about the previous conversation.

1.  What type of event are they talking about?                                                                                                                       
2.  Who’s getting married?                                                                                                       
3.  How do the guests describe the driving directions?                                                                                 
4.   How did the guests receive the driving directions to 

the place?                                                     
5.  What are the names of the guests talking about   

the event? 

Activity 7

Giving mileage is an important tip when giving 
directions. It helps the driver to have a better 
idea how far he or she needs to go in a certain 
direction.  For example, “Go five miles north and 
then make a left turn.”  

What for?
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Enrich your vocabulary                                                                                       
Read the following vocabulary words. Do you know how 
to get to all of these places?

 post office   pet shop                                                                                                                    
bakery    library                                                                                                                                         
park   sports center                                                                                                                          
record shop   newsstand                                                                                                              
hotels   restaurant

Activity 9
Complete the following sentences with vocabulary from the 
previous list.

1.  My parents are eating Chinese food at the __.                                                                         
2. Karla is baying some muffins at the __ across   

the street.                                                   
3. When I go to__, I always reserve a king size bed.                                                                       
4. Jose is at the __at the moment. He’s playing basketball.                                                          
5.  Mark needs to go to the __ because he needs to 

study his town’s history.                                                          
6.  I want to buy a CD for my mom, but the __ is closed.                                                                                 
7.  Gaby is at the __ because she wants to buy   

a magazine.                                                            
8.  I always walk my dog in the __.                                                                                                         
9.  I don’t have any more food for my goldfish, so I need 

to go to the __ .                                                                                   
10.  Mary needs to go to the __ to get some stamps.

Activity 10
Correct the misspelled words in the following sentences.

1.  Mario is eating a pizza at the fast food place.                                                     
2.  Jose is visiting the town. He’s sleeping in a hotle. 
3.  Doris is at the new agents. She’s buying a newspaper.
4.  Victor is at the threater. He’s watching a play.                                                          
5.  Dennis is at the bank. He’s cashing a check.        
7.  Marcos is at the stashun. He’s waiting for a train.                                                       
8.  Rosy is sitting under a tree. She’s in the bark.      
9.  Luis is in the librarie. He’s reading an old newspaper.
10.  Mom and dad are at a restaurant. They’re 

celebrating their anniversary. 

Activity 11
Make a list of the main buildings or possible landmarks in 
your city or community.

Write one sentence with each one of them.
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Language in use
Future real conditional                    
      
How is it formed?
if / when + simple present + simple future 
simple future + if / when + simple present 

When do we use it?
Use the future real conditional to describe what you 
think you will do in a specific situation in the future. 
Although this form is called “real”, you are usually 
imagining or guessing about the future. It is called “real” 
because it is still possible that the action might happen in 
the future. 

Examples:
If I see her at the park, I am going to explain the situation.                                                                               
When I have a day off from school, I am going to go to 
the beach. 
If the weather is nice, they are going to go camping.                                                               
Jerry will join us at the party when he finishes his 
homework.                                                  
I am going to work out  if there is nothing on TV.                                                                                                       
I am going to stay at home if it rains.

Conditional sentences also express a choice and the 
possible consequences of that choice.   

Examples:
If you drive north for three miles, you will get to Metrocentro.                                                               
If you drive fast, you will miss the exit.

Activity 12
Complete the following sentences with the correct form of the 
verbs given below.

1.  If I __ (go)  to Cinemark, I __ (take) Los Heroes 
Boulevard.                                                                              

2.  If they __ (make) a left turn, they __ (reach) a dead 
end.                                                                      

3.  When they __ (reach) Megan’s hardware store, 
they__ (make) a left turn.                                    

4.  If it __ (start) raining, you __ (slow down).                                                                                         
5.  If you __ (have not) a map, you __ (get) lost.                                                                                 
6.  You __ (turn) right if the road __ (is) still in 

construction.                                                                  
7. When I __ (have) my car ready, I __ (give) you   

a ride.                                                                          
8.  If the rain __ (be) too heavy, __ (go not) to   

the play.                                                                     
9.  I __ (take) you to Decameron when I __ (get) my 

Christmas bonus.                                             
10.  I __ (stop) for some snacks if I __ (see)    

a store.  

In the future real conditional “if ” suggests that you do not 
know if something will happen or not. “When” suggests 
that something will definitely happen at some point, and 
you are simply waiting for it to occur.

Don’t forget!
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Activity 13
Write driving directions from your house to the places in the 
pictures below. Use the real conditional.

Lesson core

Through this lesson you have learned expressions and vocabulary words used 
when asking for and giving directions. This lesson enables you to successfully 
recognize driving directions from any source, and besides that, enables you to 
accurately give and ask for directions verbally as well. You also practiced the future 
real conditional.

Choose either “if ” or “when” to complete the following time clauses.

1. __ he comes early, we will go to the park. 
2.  I will give a huge hug to my mom __ I see her.
3.  I won’t be able to ride my bike __ it rains.
4.  __ I get the package, I’ll give you a phone call.
5.  I’ll pay my bills __ I get paid.   

Activity 15
Read the short conversation below and draw a map with the 
following driving directions.  

A:  Excuse me, could you please tell me where the 
bank is?

B:  The bank is in the northeast part of town, so turn 
right on the next corner. Go straight on that street 
until you come to the traffic lights. Turn left there 
and go straight for two blocks.  The bank is on the 
right hand side, across from the grocery store.  

Activity 14
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 A: Do you know if I need to go over 
the bridge to reach the major highway? 
B: ___
a) No, don’t go there. 
b)  No, take the highway. 
c) No, go under the bridge. 
d)  Yes, please.

If you come to my party ___.
a)  you’ll have such a great time   
b)  you have a great time   
c) you had a great time 
d)  you didn’t have a great time

A:  Should I go straight to get to the bank?   
B: ___
a)  No, there’s no banks. 
b)  No, the bank is close. 
c) No, if you go straight you’ll reach a   
 dead end. 
d)  No, you’ll find the bank.  

1 3

2

A:  Could you please tell me where the 
post office is?  
B: ___ 
a)  It’s across the street from the bank. 
b)  Go along the bank. 
c) Drive through the bank. 
d)  Go straight the bank.

4

ASKING FOR DIRECTIONS

Answers:1. a      2. a, c      3. a      4. c

When you ask for directions, the person you ask 
assumes he or she is the ultimate authority on 
all directions. This person might leave you with 
an absolute understanding, so clear that you 

would think “Oh, that makes sense!” It happens 
sometimes that, even when the person you ask 

for directions sounds confident when helping you, 
you still can’t find your destination. This is often 
because the landmarks mentioned by the local 
person are impossible to identify or no longer 
exist. Another problem is that sometimes the 

person you ask does not drive, so he or she gives 
you directions that involve going the wrong way 
down a one-way street or even down a footpath. 

Then, it is usually necessary to ask another 
person for directions, who then gives you radically 

different directions from the first ones. 

Choose the letter or letters that best answer each question or statement.
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Answer Key

Lesson 1                                                               
Activity 1:  make, be, seem, get, weight, go, pack, see, 

  hear, look, move, do seem,  pack, look 
Activity  2:  1. Karla and Stephanie 2. one of the bags  

  was over the weight limit 3. to move   
  things from Karla’s bag to Stephanie’s  
  4. sixty-five pounds 5. fifteen pounds.                  

Activity 3:  Hotel: tax, all inclusive package, spend, room  
  service, check out time, preferences, amenities,  
  suite, arrival, luggage check in time, smoking      
   non-smoking. Plane: tax, departure,   
  preferences, arrival, executive class, arrival,   
  flight, luggage, smoking, non-smoking,   
  round trip.                                                                                       

Activity 4:  1. all inclusive  2. Arrival  3. tax  4. luggage   
  5. non-smoking           

Activity 5:  1. 9:00 a.m.  2. Katherine 3. August 25th,  
  2010  4. 306  5. 2months and 4 days    

Activity  6:  1. $120  2. $500  3. $60  4. $300  5. -6.   
  Answers may vary. 

Activity  7:  1. 2 peolple 2. 8 days 3. a non-smoking   
  room with two beds 4. $155 per night   
  5. no  6. yes $35

Activity 8:  Answers may vary. 
Activity 9:  Indoor: playing video games, surfing   

  the internet, watching tv, eating out,   
  playing chess; Outdoor: surfing, go shopping,  
  scuba diving, skiing, sunbathing, building   
  sandcastles, hiking, swimming, horse   
  riding, having a picnic, bungee jumping,   
  rollerblading, cycling, snowboarding,   
  bird watching. 

Activity 10:   Answers may vary.
Activity 11:  1. A  2. C  3. B 
Activity 12:  1. played 2. traveled  3. carried  4. rested   

  5. walked  6. stayed  7. checked    
  8. weighed  9. packed  10. landed    
  11. booked  12. reserved 

Activity 13: 1. I have played soccer at the beach the   
  entire afternoon.  2. Mario has reserved  
  three rooms for his family.  3. My friends   
  and I have learned how to surf.   4. My   
  parents have saved enough money for our  
  family vacation.   5. I have worked very hard  
  this year.

Activity 14:  Answers may vary. 
Activity 15:  Answers may vary. 

Activity 16:  1. two adults and two children  2. non-   
  smoking  3. 3 and 5  4. November 3rd, 2009   
  5. Check in 2 p.m. and check out 12 noon  

Lesson 2                                                                                                                                      
Activity 1:   1. Answer may vary.  2. if they offer shuttle  

  service to El Pital  3. She has heard it is a  
  nice place. 4. to get a rental car  5. Because  
  the roads to El Pital are rough.

Activity 2:   Answers may vary.      
Activity3:  1. driver’s license  2. bycicle  3. four-wheel  

  drive  4. air conditioning  5. drive                                                                                                 
Activity 4:   1. Balboa Park  2. 12 kilometers 3. You   

  can visit anytime.  4. car, motorcycle, cab  
  and bus  5. It is on 29 de Agosto Avenue  
  and 12th Calle Poniente in Mil Cumbres  
  San Salvador.                                                                                                  

Activity 5:   Answers may vary. 
Activity 6:   1. Erick 2. two people  3. It has four wheel  

  drive.   4. yes  5. no     
Activity 7:   1. E  2. D  3. B  4. A  5. C 
Activity 8:   Answers may vary.
Activity 9:   1. motorcycle  2. train 3. ferry   4.  four   

  wheel drive  5. horse 6. limousine
Activity10:  1. E  2. G  3. H  4. A  5. F  6. B  7. C  8. J  9. D  10. I 
Activity11:   Answer may vary.
Activity12: 1. B 2. C 3. A 4. C 5. A 
Activity13:    Answers may vary.
Activity 14: 1. False  2. True  3. True  4. False  5. True 
Activity 15: Answers may vary.

Lesson 3
Activity1:  1. True  2. False  3. False  4. True  5. False
Activity2: 1. El Cuco  2. ready  3. for the trash   4. yes   

  5. to ask about food
Activity3:  Beach hotel: business center, fitness  center,   

  handicapped, parking, pool, room, surfing,   
  sunbathing, bungalow, lobby, elevator, water  
  sports, balcony. Mountain resort: business   
  center, fitness center, handicapped, parking,  
  pool, room,  bungalow, camping area,    
  internet access, balcony, hiking trails.   
  Water park: waterslide, handicapped paking,  
  pool, admission fee, bungalow. Restaurant:   
  handicapped parking, local dishes, internet   



Answer Key
  access, international food.

Activity4:  1. hiking trails 2. international food   
  3. handicapped parking 4. admission fee  
  5. elevator

Activity5: 1. popular water parks in El Salvador    
  2. Atlantis, Galicia, Termos del Rio,   
  Las Veraneras  3. Atlantis  4. Galicia    
  5. Sonsonate                          

Activity6:   Atlantis: water slide, swimming pools,   
  artificial river.  Galicia: largest water slide,   
  swimming pools. Termos del Rio:   
  swimming pools, artificial waves,   
  natural spring.   Las Veraneras:    
  bungalows, swimming pools, water slide,  
  jacuzzi, beach access. 

Activity7:  1. yes 2. Gaby: scuba diving and watching   
  the sunset 3. Alex: scuba diving and surfing  
  4. amazed 5. the batteries are dead                                           

Activity8:   Answers may vary.
Activity9: Answers may vary.
Activity10:   Answers may vary.     
Activity11:   1. sound-proofing windows  2. vacates   

  3. beach access  4. outskirts  5. dance clubs    
  6. tour guide  7. water park on site    
  8. overlooks  9. shopping mall    
  10. restaurant on site

Activity 12: 1. After I get dressed, I’ll go to the shopping   
  mall. 2. Before I make a hotel reservation, I’ll  
  check my budget.  3.As soon as I get to the   
  water park, I’ll put my bathing suit on.   
  4. When I finish my stay, I’ll write a review of  
  my stay.  5. Before my parents come home,   
    I’ll clean this mess.

Activity13:    Answers may vary.
Activity14:   Answers may vary.
Activity15:   1.C  2. E  3. B  4. A  5. D
Activity16:   1. After I drink my soda, I’ll jump into   

  the pool 2. I will use the bathroom before I  
  leave 3. Before getting to the water park, I’ll  
  stop at the mall .

Activity 17: 1. I’ll give you my car. 2. we will have some  
  coffe. 3. My brother will call you 4. I’ll   
  make sure everything is turned off. 5. I’ll   
  make sure they accept pets.

Lesson 4
Activity 1:   1. True  2. False  3. True  4. True  5. False    

Activity 2:  manual, compact
Activity 3:  1. hot deal  2. method  3. compact   4. local   

  attractions  5. cancellation policy  
Activity 4:  1. San Salvador, El Salvador  2. four star    

  3. museum, Multiplaza mall and Metrocentro  
  mall  4. yes, in the fitness room  5. cable television,  
  and CD players, coffee makers and minibar                                                                                                        

 Activity 5:   Answers may vary.                                                        
Activity 6:   Answers may vary.
Activity 7:  Answers may vary.                                                   
Activity 8:   1. making a hotel reservation  2. Richard   

  3. Toyota Corolla economy 4. Comalapa  
  5.  because he will be driving all over   
  the country         

Activity 9:   1. D  2. C  3. A  4. B 
Activity 10:   1. anti-theft system  2. power steering     

  3. economy  4. remote keyless entry    
  5. driver and passenger side airbags 

Activity11:  Answers may vary. 
Activity12:  1. While I am visiting El Salvador next week,  

  I’ll go to Costa del Sol beach.  2. When I’m   
  packing up my bags tonight, I’ll check the list  
  of things to take.  3. While she is drinking   
  coconut water at the beach, she will watch   
  the sunset.  4. When my girlfriend is   
  sightseeing in the neighborhood tomorrow,   
  she will take pictures.  5. When I’m renting   
  my car tonight, I’ll ask for an extra discount.

Activity 13: 1. While he is driving to work, he will listen  
  to music.  2. While they are watching   
  the video this afternoon, they will drink  
  coffee.  3. While she is exercising at night,  
  she will use her ipod.  

Activity 14:   Answers may vary. 
Activity 15:    Answers may vary. 
Activity 16:    Answers may vary.
Activity 17:    Answers may vary. 
Activity 18:    Answers may vary.  

Lesson 5      

Activity 1 :  1. Kristen  2. at the airport  3. in the   
  Intercontinental Hotel  4. Edwin  5. after  
  the first light passing  Metrosur                 

Activity 2:   Answers may vary. 
Activity 3:  Answers may vary. 
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Hands on!

Purpose
With this project, you will put to use the many vocabulary words used to describe tourist sites in El Salvador and 
help others to develop an interest in visiting those sites.  You will be able to talk about vacation plans with future 
time clauses, simple present and present progressive tense.  By the end of this unit you will have the necessary skills 
to create be a good travel agent, create a tourist brochure and help people have their perfect vacation.

Theory and practice 
The different phases of the project throughout the lessons (from Hands on! 5A to Hands on! 5D) should guide you on 
how to be convincing by using supporting arguments about El Salvador.  You will be able to engage in conversation using 
vocabulary that supports tourism and also create a creative brochure of a tourist site.  It is elemental for you to pay close 
attention to the project phases as you develop each lesson because every phase of the project will get you closer to the final 
product which is convincing your customers that they will have a great time at the vacation that you have created for them.  

Development
You should be able to see that every phase of the project is connected in content with the lesson where it appears. By 
developing the activities in this unit, you have advanced in your ability to competently finish the Hands on! project.  This 
unit has taught you new vocabulary related to tourist sites, including how to make a reservation, describing means of 
transportation and hotel accommodations and many more important exercises. The contents of each Hands on! active to 
helped you to learn how to be use all the material discussed in a convincing way through brain storming, creating a creative 
brochure and paragraph writing. 

Wrap up
In conclusion, it would be very useful for you to review the contents you have developed through the unit so that you 
have a fresher idea on what kind of information and grammar points could be included in your final project. Now 
that you have successfully completed this project you’ve become more knowledgeable in your ability to discuss and 
compare a variety of vacation spots.   

“Travel agent”

Activity 4:  Answers may vary.     
Activity 5:  1. giving good driving directions 2. to   

  avoid stress 3. in case guest miss   
  any of the locations4. Answer may vary 

Activity 6:   Answers may vary.  
Activity 7:  1. False 2. False 3. True 4. False  5. True    

  6. True 7. False  8. True  9. False  10. True 
Activity 8:  1.wedding  2.Elizabeth  3.detailed  4.with  

  the invitations  5.Rosita and Rina
Activity 9:  1. restaurant 2. bakery  3. hotel  4. sport center   

  5. library  6. record shop  7. newsstand 8.park   
  9. pet shop  10. post office. 

Activity 10:  1. food   2. hotel   3. newsstand  4.theather    
  5. bank   6. restaurant  7. park  8.library  
  9. supermarket  10. restaurant

Activity 11:   Answers may vary.
Activity 12:  1. go,will take  2. make,will reach  3. reach,  

  will make  4.starts, will slow down  5.don’t  
  have, will get   6.will turn,is  7.have,will give   
  8.is,wont go   9.will take, get  10.will stop, see

Activity 13:  Answers may vary. 



Resources

For more information about past participle of regular and irregular verbs: 

http://www.ingilizceci.net/GrammarMaryAns/Yeni%20Klas%C3%B6r/gramch04.html 

For examples of how to start finding a hotel:

http://www.hotelsdemand.com/images/form.gif 

For more about phrasal verbs:

 http://a4esl.org/q/h/lb/pvtravel.html 

For more on indoor and outdoor activities:

http://www.esl-galaxy.com/vocabsheets/activitiesassociation.pdf 

For more on means of transportation: 

http://www.englisch-hilfen.de/en/exercises/transport/means_of_transport.htm 
For more on time clauses:                                                                                                           
http://tillyer.net/GLOW/fsi101.htm 

For more on El Salvador’s tourists spots:

http://www.nvmundo.com/travelinfo/elsalvador/sattract.htm 

For more about driving directions:

http://entertaining.about.com/b/2003/08/19/giving-good-driving-directions.htm 

For more on the real conditional: 

http://www.englishpage.com/conditional/futureconditional.html 

For hotel vocabulary:

http://www.ego4u.com/en/cram-up/vocabulary/hotel 
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